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ESL Teachers needed in South China
Posted By: Huizhou Greatway Language Training School and inlingua Cheltenham
Greatway is a well-established Education Group in Huizhou. We currently have 4 Language schools
and 1 International College in Huizhou. For Language schools we provide up-to-date teaching
resources and maintain a supportive and upbeat environment in which to teach. Our teacher
training programs, along with our regular meetings and workshops, are designed to foster
constant professional development and build the necessary tools for success.
Because our management team consists of both Chinese and Westerners, we are quite devoted to
easing the concerns and improving the comfort of those teachers who are not yet familiar with the
local environment.
Greatway is located in Huizhou city, just 2 hours from Hong Kong and 1.5 hours from Guangzhou
and Shenzhen. Huizhou has every modern convenience found in metropolitan Cities like Shanghai
and Guangzhou, yet is still idiosyncratic enough to feel uniquely Asian. This makes the adjustment
relatively easy while still allowing you to experience the beauty of Chinese culture.
Huizhou is an ancient city that has had its current name since the Ming dynasty. Historic and
cultural relics, such as the famous 8th century pagoda at West Lake, can still be seen and enjoyed
in Huizhou. It was recognized as a city in 1958, later becoming one of the biggest technology hubs
of East Asia. Many companies of international notoriety make Huizhou their production base, such
as Sony, LG, Samsung, TCL, Desay, etc, where their emphasis is on electronic products and digital
technology.
Huizhou is one of the fastest growing, major cities in Guangdong, China, located east of the Pearl
River Delta and covers an area of 10,793sq km (including surrounding towns and districts). It has a
population of 4 million people. Communication and transportation are very convenient. There is a
railway and two national highways that connect nearby cities such as Hong Kong, Shenzhen and
Guangzhou.
About Huizhou: http://en.huizhou.gov.cn

Contact:
Teaching positions in South China available for immediate start. If you are aged between 23 and
50, a native English speaker, and enthusiastic about teaching young children then please email
your detailed resume, a recent picture and a scan of your diploma and certifications to: Caroline
Nicholls at reception@inlingua-cheltenham.co.uk as soon as possible.
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We are a serious language training organization, and your qualifications will be verified. We expect
all of our teachers to conduct themselves in a professional manner, and in return we provide a
safe, friendly work environment. Finally, it is our philosophy that education is an ongoing process,
and we ask that all of our teachers be dedicated to self-improvement.
We look forward to hearing from you soon.
Qualifications:

• Native English speaker with degree/diploma & Cert TESOL, CELTA or equivalent TEFL Certificate
• British, American, Canadian, Australian, or New Zealander citizenship required
• Enthusiasm, patience and dedication are a must
• Should possess the ability to adapt to a foreign environment
• Must be able to commit for a year or longer
Benefits:
*RMB 7,000- 10,000 per month depending on qualifications and experiences (The cost of living in
Huizhou is relatively cheap, approximately half the cost of living in Shanghai or Shenzhen)
*Minimum 5 weeks paid holiday time per year
*Full training and professional development
*RMB 6,000 contract completion bonus!
*Free accommodation (fully furnished single or shared apartment with washing machine, air
conditioner, refrigerator, TV, kitchen, and sit-on toilet)
*Multiple entry work visa available
*Chinese lessons with an experienced teacher is available. (At an extra cost)

To apply for these positions please email Caroline Nicholls at inlingua Cheltenham
on reception@inlingua-cheltenham.co.uk
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